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Jim BO.rbaTa vs. Vic Atkins As Bands
Weigh In For .News Musical Battle

Ball"':oom · Floorsho,iv Steps In
Wlien Note Battlers Tire

By The News Social Editor
One of the most spectacular and en~ertaining parties to
be held on campus -this season will be the "Battle of Bands
Dance" on Friday evening, April 18, sponsored by the Xavier
University News ·staff in the Schmidt Fieldhouse from 8:30
· to 12:30 p.m: Planning the colorful event, which will feature ·
, four continuous hours of dance music with Victor Atkins and
Jimmie Barbafa and their 10 piece bands, are Jerry Halloran,
chairman, Richard Boehle, Al Schlef, Charles Lang, Bob
~'

,

Pictured above is Jim Barbara and his "Knights of Rhythm,"
who
oppose Vie Atkins and his orchestra (left) in the News
. sponsored "Battle of Bands Dance" to be held Friday evening in
the Fieldhouse. A professional floor show featuring a ballroom
dance team will highlight the evening's fun.

will

US Help For.Germany Is Topic
Of Verkamp Fo1·e~sic Finals
Jacobs, Tom Hanna, Bill Bock.lage, Bob Dauer, .Jack Cassin,
Jack Quackenbush, Marie Flournnoy, Marilyn Hilvers, Audrey
McCafferty, Thelma Dinsmore,
Julie Geeks, Pat Riley, Mary
Martha
Brinkman, Clarence
Bechtold, Dick Henkel; Charles
Palmer~ Bob Coates, Eugene
Friedmann, Jim O'Brien, Joe
, _ ~eyer, Gabe · Hartke, Frank
Balmert, and John ·Leibold.
Two complete bandstands are
being erected this week to feature the two Cincinnati popular
dance orchestras. . Radio stars,
including Janet Deters, Tommy
Gabrieie, Bill Schulte, Marvin
Mains, Tom Sheeran~ Buddy
Clark, Joe Wethington and Nick
·
Calardo, so101sts f r o m the
WKRC-Xavier Presents Tadio
series will be featured with the
bands.·
Highlight of the evening will
h
·
1 fl ·
b e a · prof ess1ona
oor s ow,
.presented by Harris · Roseqale,
with Clifford T. Miller, Jr. as
MC, and featuring Jim and Jean
Nieman, ballroom dancing team
winners. Immediately after the
floor show at 10: 30, door prizes
will be awarded to five couples
in attendance. Admission price
has been set at 75c per person

'X' Men Invited To
OLC

'M • I M" /
USICa

IX

The sophomore class of OLC
will sponsor a "Musical Mix"
Sunday, April 27, from 3 to 6
p.m., to which the student body
of Xavier is invited, Miss Garnet Hogan, OLC sophomore class
president, has announced.
The dance· will be held on the
terrace near Emery Hall if
weather permits, Miss Hogan
said. Admi11ion to the affair is

ao cents. ·

.,,
and special prices have been extended to our guests from Our
Lady of Cincinnati College, Mt.
St. Joseph College, girls from
the Xavier Evening College, and
nurses from the Good Samaritan
Hospital.
Night club style with a refreshment bar has been arranged,
and all flinds realized from·. the
party will be used to defray expenses of the Journalism Keys
for the XU News Staff and jor
the Press Dinner in May. Special guests will be Esther Mine!la of the Cincinnati Times-Star,
and Mary Lynn De Beck of the
Cincinnati" Post, college reporters. Over 1500 _persons are expected to attend.

Xavier
To Partake
N
In FCCS
Meet.
.
.

The spring national convention
of the National Federation of
catholic College students will
be held in To~edo, Ohio on April
18, 19, and 20.
Bob Hummel
and Charlie Hogan will represent Xavier University in the
meeting of students from Cath.olic colleges -throughout the nation. The Headquarters for the
affair are Mary Manse .College
and the Commodore Perry Hotel.
The/·Most Reverend Richard J.
Cushing, D.D., Archbishop of
Boston, will lead the program
as Honorary Chairman. He will
be assisted by the Most Reverend Karl J. Alter, Bishop of Toiedo, who is the Honorary ViceChairman.
The theme of .the
program is "Solidarity in the
.catholic College Student Community." The revised constitution will also be discussed and

voted upon.

Key Awards T 0 BePresented · During·
N
p
D•
etVS reSS inner
The first annual Press Dinner
to be-given ·bY .the staff of the
Xavier University News will be
held in May, it was announced
today by the Faculty Director.
A committee, consisting of Mr.
Robert Jacobs, Alfred Schlef,
Eugene Friedmann, Robert Dauer,
Richard Henkel, and Dan O'Donnell, has been appointed to arrange for the dinner, to be held
the third week in MaY,, at which
dignitaries of the press, city editors, and writers in the Cincinnati area wil be invited.
Plans include the presentation
of Journalism Keys to over 50
staff members by the Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., Xavier pr9sident at the press dinner, when
bound co ies of the News of the
t t Pt f'
. b
pas
wen Y- ive year~ wi11 e
.presented to the President, and
an~ouncement made of staff appomtments for 1947-48 season.

Senior Ball Plans
v· • • •
Still ISJOnlSllC
The Annual Senior Ball; still
in the visionistic stage, is set for
May 16, 9 to 1, at the Gibson
Roof Garden. Chairman Bob
Hummel has informed the News
that this is the first Senior Ball
since 1942, and that strictly formal att~re will prevail as in the
.ante-bellum era. A limit of 350
tickets will be available from
Student Council members- sometime after April 20th at the
price of $3.00 per couple.
Chairman Bob Hummel is
bein1 a~silted by the committee

(Continued on Paae 8)

Father John Wellmuth, S.J., moderator of the Philopedian Society, has announced that the Hotel Alms will be the scene of the
annual Verkamp Debate on April 24th at 8:00 p.m. He also stated
that as part of the program, the Xavier University Clef Club will
appear in several vocal arrangethe gold medal which is awardments.
Invitations are being extend- ed to the best speaker.
As yet, the judges of the deed to all students, faculty members and friends of Xavier to bate have not been announced,
attend this formal discussion of but it is anticipated that, as in
the topic, ·Resolved: That the the past, two or three prominent
U.S. Should Effectively Assist Cincinnatians will serve.
This yea?s debate will be the
Germany in her Economic Refirst since the regular schedule
habilitation Now.
interAs announced in previous is- of collegiate events was
rupted by the war.
sues of the News, Donald
Schenking, Ray Schlichte, and
Vincent Delaney will compose
the affirmative team, with Ralph "
"
Poirot, John Leahy, and William Bocklage representing the
.1.
lnS . Olllte
negative, in the competition for
The 54th annual Spr1'ng Di'nner of the Xavier University
Alumni Association will be held
tonight. Thursday, April 17, at
the Hotel Alms at 6:45 p.m.
Harry J. Gilligan is to be toasi0
IL7
master, and His Grace the Most
Twenty-two colleges and uni- Rev. John ·King Mussio, Bishop
versities, including representa- of Steubenville, will be the printives from_ Xavier, attended the cipal speaker.
Mr. Gilligan,
Ohio College Students Confer: prominent local business and
ence at Western Reserve College, civic leader, is a Xavier alumCleveland, Ohio, last Saturday nus of the Class of 1912, and a
and Sunday.
past president of the Alumni AsThe group met to clarify the sociation. Bishop Mussio, Class
work accomplished at the Chicago_ of '24, was an instructor in EngNational Student Conference held lish and faculty moderator of
recently, Xavier delegates said.. the Glee Club at Xavier folXavier students at the meeting lowing his graduation.
Before
included Charles Hogan, and Bob becoming Bishop of Steubenville
nummell, delegates, and To~ h~ was Chan~el!or o~ the ArchMcDermott, Tom Clarke, Melvin diocese of Cmcmnat1.
Hessler, and Jack . Kelly, obThe main features of the proservers.
gram ai·ranged , by G. Milton
W'lirzelbacher, '16, chairman of
KRAUTS J'ISIT OLC the dinner committee, will be
The Heidelburg Club trekked the presentation of an inscribed
over - to the OLC Campus last gavel to P. Lincoln Mitchell,
night, April 17th, at 8:30 to meet past president of the organizawith the OLC German Club frau- tion, in recognition of his s~rvices
leins. Umlauts of·course, were re- as president in 1945-1946. Genquired.
CContinuec;I on Pa1e I)

,4·zulnn: n:n.ner
A t 4l T •
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Xa,·lcr Unl\"crslty, April 17, lWi , weekly except during vacatlo_! period
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U

Let's Get
Acquainted
Facrilty Thum·bnail Sketche•

EIHl~A
..
'

';.

[Tliis "Letters to the Editor" column is for an exchange of
Associated Collegiate Press
By Bob Helmes
views and serves as an open forum for free and frank dis- .
'
cussion of any matters ofin~erest to Xavier students, alumThe Catholic School Press Als'n.
"-~~
ni,
and frienas.
Letters should be limited to 200 wof'ds,
Father Jospeh J. Peters, S.J.,
Intercollegiate College Press
must
be
sig~ed but names will be deleted from publicaclaims Chicago, Illinois as his
tion if requested.]
EIHTOIUAL STAFI!'
,
town, though he very early
41 home
Edltor•ln·chlef ......................................................................... Robjrt E. t;cob1, '49
t h.
If
h • :ft ld f
~Iaumglng Editor ........................................................................ 1 1ornn'Bockrn:· ,
se
1mse
upon · is e
o
..4 Toast. To Mr. Conlan!
AHochtte E•lltor ......................................................................i'w 11 1am d N :• i. 411 travels.
By the time he was old
XeW8 Editors .................................................... Alfre1l Seh n"'• 11ownrJ
D e~ n ns,
Dear
Editor:
l'l11renec llechtohl, John Wnd1lell, C. Charles J,1111g, Louis llllll 1ng, 11 rnes 0 0 r 1 en enough for high school, he had
Exchange E1lltor ....................................................................................c,:;.~i!:e p~r=:;
H' h s h · 1 A toast to Mr. Conlan! Indeed,
8
P,~:!~sti~~~t~r 1i'o·1~;;.:r"lii;~~~·;;;~·ii;· .. ,fl'iiin;;;·· ..1.;;·iiO'ii;·"'Lnri-'i"'Austlng, nobert J. enrolled in Campion ig
c 00 it was a pleasure to ~ead the
Contes Ch11rles 1•. Ger11c1, Rlcl111r1l nenkel.
in Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. ideas proposed by one of those .
Feature E11ltor ........... :.: .................. ;............................... Donald J ... lSche,~klnc"' '1'7 He moved on to the u. of St:
possessed with the sterling' qualA8sh1t11nb: Arth\U" Schuh, C1lrl R. Rr111nb, Robert Dauer, .. o 1n "• DH n,
,Jr,, Gabriel ,J, Jlnrtl<e, Frnnk C. Unlmcrt, John Lelbolll, rout W. Kelley.
Louis where he received his ities and admirable virtues that
Charlie L11rkln, ,Jnck lllcCnllough.
A t •
Ph"l
h
News Bureau Chiefs ............................ Thonms L. Renc11ly, Ch11rles Hogan, Jr., Master Of
r S In ' l OSOp y, come with those magic gold bars,
nobert Jlelmcs, Joe Me~·er.
took
a
Master
of
Science
in
1Bi-the prophetic foresight, the
- El·en t ng c 0 JI ege. st " IT ............................................................ Marie
Cl Flournoy,
1
Jo' KoChief
nl
1
t th U ·
Jleporters amt Corrcsponclents ....................................................
mr ~" i'°
e g, O ogy a
e n1vers1"ty Of · D e- military genius, the enormous
An<lrew ''· Do,Jo•Mnk, l'nul F. J;rnMt, J,ou Koi•htHkl, Jim 0 Dr en..
tro1't, and traveled east to Ford!lh11T Photographers
· Rlchartl Boehle, .11111 McC1trthy, Syl Nltzgen
vitality, the dauntless co:irage,
St111T Artist ............... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::................. Robert L. Vehr, Rily Borntrneger ham for his Doctor of Philosothe
sound judgement; the superBUSIX:t.:SS lllA~AGE)lEXT
•
,
Business :1111nni;cr .................................................................... Jnrn;;s ~lr~?g• '~f phy.
He completed his .studies ior leadership, the tremendous
1 Fried.:::.. with a year of Biology at Har..:
Assl.tant Business lll11n11gcrs ........................ Jerry HulloF;~~n~ne 0 ~.e
drive, the dogged perseverance,
~:~~.~.~~ 10i"; r:!~:!'~'ger ............................................................
iJ~ltorlnl Atlvlser
vard.
1
the lively intellect, the quick inJoseph Uni<, ,Jr. '35
Victor c. Steeh 8ehulte, S.J.
Father 'Pet.ers began his teachsight, the sympathetic under(The ..tews 111111 opinions as exprt•ssecl by •·nrlo11s fent11re writer•, coturnnl11t1
and guest writers <lo not necessnrlly express the oft'lelnl opinions of the ing career at St. Ignatius High standing, the magnetic perso:iXavier Unh·erslty A1hnlnlstr1itlon.
l\111tten of oft'lell1l n11t11r" appearlns School i'n Cleveland, conducting
In the NE\VS will he MO desh:nnte1l.)
ality, the great imagination, the
vast wisdom and the pure nobility of soul. I agree with him
whole-heartedly. I too believe
that those of us of the Air Corps they put forth on corsages. It's
who have become legends in the rather unusual to find four seneyes of our underlings should re- sible women (or are there more,
ceive the deepest consideration in or less, girls?) who express the
matters pertabing to such im- same opinion.
portant issues as waiting in
Pete G.
Let's Clean Vp Tlie p 1.ess, Too!
chow lines, inaugurating special
Scholar
clubs, and the-like. Yes, men we
•
•
•
OW THAT Spring is here, all of us are concerned with
must unite. You pilots, naviga.4 Letter To The Girls
t
d b mba di'ers you sparks
-.
''cleaning up things." Some are cleaning up their back
ors, an o
r
•
·
• Dear Editor:
gunners, and gallant crewmen,
Yards strewn with fall leaves, some the files of government
·
This is directed
to the "Unworkers sprinkled with Commumsts,
so w h Y not c1ean up
-you clean-limbed hopefuls, you
our press, too?
clear-eyed boys, you children- masked Riders."
Under the pretense of presenting to the reading public
become-men,-let us gather :toDear Girls,
"Human interest" stories with news value,. the American
gether and form a sort of crucWithout a doubt I am safe in
press has sunk to a new low! Sensationalism is the key word. classes in Chemistry and Math- ible,-a crucible for combining saying that you have the wholeOur Cincinnati papers are not the only violaters of the ematics. He arriv,ed at the Mil- and forging ideas, for fashioning hearted support of all Xavier
sacred trust of freedom of the press. It is very unfortunate ford Division of Xavier in 1941, a new wisdom that will make men in your anti-corsage camwhen a front page, according to present standards, hasn't where he taught Biology. He America even greater. O::ice paign; at the least the support
news value unless it has a collection· of hot sex crimes, rape, remained. at Milford until Au- again, :Mr. Conlan, 1 thank yo~, of the Vets. · I do believe, howmurder, theft, robbery and a little Communism and World gust of 1946 when he came to -we all thank you!
ever, that you will obtain better
War III talk thrown in to make it really good! Our argu- the Evanston Campus as an As•Bubble Chaser' Poirot
results if you increase the nummen t isn't with the reporting of such items, if they have any sistant Professor; he now diAir Corps Reserve
ber of "Rid~rs" and have the
news value or if in the reading of them the public really is rects courses in Zoology and
• • •
members express their sentiinformed and good results, but it is with the playing up of Physiology.
Pictures Even!
ments verbally to their male
such trash. Most of the time it isn't even good reading, and Teaching attracts the greater Dear Editor:
friends. You see, we. at Xavier
serves as a basis for discussion by the "boys in the backroom." interest of Father Peters, though 1 have a hunch that a couple do not know the identity of the
Why should a rape committed in Los. ~geles occupy he is constantly delving into the of those Masked Riders are
(Continued on Page 8)
headlines and numerous paragraphs on the front page of a study and research on the mech- ----------------------Cincinnati paper? Surely UP, AP or INS are sending over anism of cell division. He rates
the daily wires some good human interest stories with just this as his chief hobby,. though
as much news value. The public is tired of reading about he can be found participating in
sin as news value, let's play up a little virtue for a change. an occasional game of handball
And just how important was it that the dead couple in a or tennis. He devotes much of
parked auto were found "disrobed?" Who cares? Just pre- his time to publications dealing
cisely what good ·is this to insert into the news story? It with the effects of certain drugs,
only served to get a laugh and a smug remark from a few such as sulfanilamide and colhigh school students. Part of our juvenile delinquency is chicine, on the cell divisions in
Every veteran under Public Law 346 must execute VA Form
directly due to the glorification the criminal gets in the press. the rootsi. of plants and eyes of 7-1908 in duplicate during the week of April 14 so that the VA will
Of course, if the reporter and editor think the reading animal!), and studies every publi- know the intention of the individual veteran regardfog continuation
public is thirsty for news of such low calibre, then they will cation he encounters on the of training for the summer.
emphasize it in their columns and give themselves away. breeding habits of . fish. He
These forms may be secured from Mr. Beumer in the Veterans'
Perhaps some of the public do want to read such trash, but feels that the student would find Office, Science Hall and will be returned to the VA training of·
the intelligent reading public wants a variety and are tired much to assist him if he were to fleer, Mr. Schaffner in the Union B~ilding on the campus.
of this coloring of the news, of war mongering, of an over- make an intensive investigation
INSTRUCTIONS
play of the Communistic boogie and threat of World War III. into as many publications as pos- · C-number: (Be sure your C-number is correct. A l(st of CWe haven't finished writing the peace tre~ties for World sible.
numbers for all veterans is posted on the Veterans' Bulletin Board,
War II when our free press comes along with hot news stories Father .Peters is quoted on ihe Science Hall, at the present time for your information).
of World War III: Yes, we know it is done to awaken the motivation of his past experiItem l:a. If you do not plan to attend summer school, put down
American public to the danger of Communism. Most of us ences and present work, "An June 4.
are awakened to it through reasonable means, not by sen- author or an inventor reveals
b. If you do plan to attend summer school for courses other
sationalism, alarmist methods which t~nd to incite action his mind and himself in his work.
than science, put down August 5.
,
prematurely.
The years of study and research
c. If you do plan to attend summer school taking sciences
On a recent Sunday, the Cincinnati Enquirer, formerly have revealed to me a startling
courses, put down August 16.
recognized by students of Journalism as one of the best local beauty and order in living things,
Note: You will be continued in a training status during the
papers, had stories on the front page concerning Communism, and unearthed a multitude·, Of period between the end of the present semester and the ·beginning
Russia and the threat of war. The prize of the lot was dig· problems whose solutions seem of the summer session. No charge will be made against your leave
ging dee-p and hard to find a headline concerning some in- simple. Neverthele~s, we have time.
significant remark casually made by Senator Robert Taft- been unable to discover satisfacItem 2: An~wer September, 1947.
"WILL RUSSIA DECLARE WAR"-a question asked of· tory solutions for many of them.
Item 3: Answer "yes" or "no" and specify number of days
ficially by many more important people, many times before. The Creator and Designer of liv- leave desired. Note Item 9 on your form. Each veteran accrues 2¥.i
It shows how hard our press is trying to get headlines, to ing things must ·be a wonderful days leave for each full month of training less days absent. (Every
get sensationalism, to get some startling news ·regardless of Being."
4 class absences equals 1 day absence), A maximum of 30 days
its effect and unfair influence on the reading public, most
leave may be accrued by continuous schooling of 12 months. Nine·
o.f whom "believe what they read in newspapers. "
months training equals approximately 22 days, If :You request leave,
.4pr:1
We must continue to have an ab so1utely f ree press. 0 ur ". wh:,..,,
..... 'IF?eds
"''
n.
• 26 your subsistence payments normally will continue beyond the date
argument is not with the publication of all news stories. It Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Bock- of interruption stated in Item 3, This is a Veterana' Administration
.is with "good· taste" and"sensible balance" in journalism, lage have announced the coming ·determination.
and in the choice of stories which ar.e played up, all of which marriage of their daughter,
If you wish any check due you after date of interruption to be
gives improper importance and emphasis to insignificant Kathleen Anne, to Mr. John J. sent to an address different from the address at w.hich you have
and minor matters.
·
Steenken, former Xavier student, been receiving your checks currently, fill out Form FLOC 4B-24
To top it all off, one of our local radio stations, pre- April 26 at St. Stephen's Church, (not the normal Change of Address Form 572). These forms may
(Continued on Page 4)
Newport, Ky,
be secured from Mr. Beumer or .Mr. Schaffner.

·
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Don't Forget That .Boatride Date ·- May 1st
Floorshoiv ls Intermission Feature:,,
Students Urged To Biiy Ducats Early

PAGE TllREE

Tlu·ougli Catlwlic Eyes
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Peek Of The Danger In Studen.t's Failure

Inaugurating a new 'policy for Xavier's annual boatride, Xavier's Day and Evening Colleges will work in active collaboratiQn
with Our Lady of Cincinnati College and Mt. Saint Joseph College
to make Catholie College Night on the Ohio, May 1st, the greatest Thursday, April 11'
Radio Rehearsals, Paramount
ever held on the Island Queen. Remember that date: May 1st.
Theatre, 4-6 p.m.
Present plans call for a gathering
Student Council, Room
XU
of the entire Xavier family, in10, 12:20 p.m.
cluding all active organizations
Band Practice, Band Room,
on and off campus, the Book7:30 p.m.
Iovers, Alumni, Alumnae, Dad's
Friday.
April 18
Club, and friends of Xavier in
Ne
w
s
Dance, Fieldhouse
addition, of course, to Xavier
8:00-12:30 p.m.
students, their friends and par- ,
Saturday, April 19
en ts.
Xavier Presents,, WKRC,
Schools Cooperating Fully
4:45 p.m.
Sunday, April 20
At .present, OLC and Mt. St.
Traditionists Meet, Hinkle
Joe report feverish activity all
Hall..
pointed towards making May 1st
Monday, April 21
a memorable one. The Isla:id
Philopedian Society, Albers·
Queen holds a capacity of 4,000
Hall, 7:30 p.m.
happy voyagers and the comPhilosophy Debate
mittees handling the boatride
Tuesday, April 22
expect a maximum crowd to
Clef Club~ Albers Hall 7~0
attend.
p.m.
An intermission program and
Thursday, April 24
floor show is arranged for those
Radio Rehearsals, Paramount
spare moments when C 1 yd e
Theatre, 4-6 -p.m.
Trask and his mighty me!\ of
music take time out for a smoke.
Refreshments will be available
aboard the "Queen." Dancing
will ·begin at 8:15 and the 3-hour
cruise at 8:30.
Cigars were passed in the facPurchase Tickets Now
. ulty room March 31, after a
Students are urged to purchase
seven pound daughter was born
their tickets from Student Counat Good Samaritan Hospital to
cil members as soon as possible:
Mr. -and· Mrs. Joseph E. Bourgeois. Mr. Bourgeois is an intariff $.80. At the ·boat May 1st:
$1.00.. Any profit realized from
structor of modern languages.
1Mrs. Bourgeois is
Xavier's sale of tickets will be
the former
Jeanne Barbes of the Province
given towards the Athletic Coun 7
of Quebec, Canada.
cil fund.
Come on, fellows! Let's make
it a family affair.
Xavier Graduate Marries

Week

To Know Tlie Wh,)· Of Truths
By Rev. Jolm JT1 ellrnrdl1, S.J.

[This is the fi1·st in a se1'ies of a1'ticles W1'itten by the Jesuit
Fathe1·s of Xavie1' fol' Xavier students to give the students what
many have asked the News to present: a solid, Catholic viewpoint,
quotable as autho1·ity, on wo1·ld affairs and on matters of interest
to Catholic men.]

When the study of philosophy is looked at "through
Catholic eyes," what difference does that make? Obviously,
Catholic eyes are not u special variety of eyes, like brown
eyes or blue or black. This adjective might be used of any
pair of eyes that happen to belong to a Catholic. What really
matters is the way a person uses his eyes, and above all, the
thinking he does about what he sees through such eyes as he has. .
·
The study of philosophy, for a
Catholic or for anyone else, involves a serious effort to know
the truth about reality.
Much
truth about reality can be known

------------questions, or to go further than
the evidence forces him to go in
arriving at an answer, since he
has the true answer already.
And if some of the truths which
~~~mo~h:~~~~i:~c:at~~~ai;~:t:~y~ he believes are not evident from
but these other branches of reason, he is not distressed about
learning cannot give us a knowl- this, for he knows that there are
more things in heaven and earth
edge and understanding of things than are dreamed of in his or
outside their special fields. From
lhem we can come to know how anyone else's philosophy.
thi~gs act and what the properSerious Dangers Involved
ties of things are; how human But p1·ecisely because of this
beings behave, and what they privileged position', a Catholic
have done in the ·Past, right down student of philosophy is exposed
to the past fe>v minutes.
But to a serious danger: the danger
if we want to know what things of not r'eally coming to conclu·
are fot., and what they really sions at all. He may content
are; if we want to know what himself with believing various
we ourselves are, and what we truths without knowing why
can do and what we should try the~ are true and even without
to do and how we are to accom- really knowing what they mean.
plish our purposes; in a word, if To arl'ive at a conclusion means
we wish to understand the to see for oneself that a statescheme of things and our place ment is true on a basis of actual
in the world of reality, such an evidence; to understand a conunderstanding involves a study clusion philosophically means to
see for oneself why it is true and
Thomas H. Geoghegan, Xavier of philosophy.
Necessary
To
Understand
Truth
why
it cannot be otherwise. We
graduate, was married last SatThis means that we have to may believe conclusions arrived
uday to Miss Mary Ann Schulte
at St. Mary Church, Hyde Park. know and understand the truth at by someone else; but we cannot come to conclusions or know
of the main principles of philos- that they are true, still less know
p
u ........
«11
ophy, and make use of them in why they are true, except by our
coming to conclusions about the own personal effort.
And this
various facts which we experi·
mi'nds as well
ence or discover in the world means usmg our
around us and in ourstlves. A as our eyes.
By Lou. Kopimld
Catholic student is in a better ..............................................................
p
·n· P.osition to arrive at true and cerWe can usually tell whe:i Kent tain conclusions than anyone
Daum is sweating out his nionthly else· is, but at the same time this
subsistence check. He walks privileged position confronts him
around with a five day beard with a difficulty that others do
By Charlie Larkin
Center Of Activtty-"The Queen"
and manages to become quite not have to face.
friendly with his 'brother, Jim.
A Catholic student is in a bet- ......................................................." .....
0
ter position than others to arrive
The next match for the pistol
~~~i~~ ~~d t~:a:u~:i~ at the be- at certain conclusions because team
will be against the DAV on
The
Scoop-Don Bolton visited the many of the truths which he be- the D.A.V.'s home range.
ICafiOll
IUS
campus last week and stopped lieves on the word of God are D.A.V. was defeated by the fac.
.
by to say hello to his room mates. identical with the conclusions ulty team last Thursday.
A Prayer .Crusade for the throu.gh lh~ intercession of Pius Understand he plans, to enroll which can be derived frm expeWe wish to welcome M/Sgt.
beatification of Pope Pius X is X. A request granted is a:i un-_ here next fall.
'
riences by means of philosophi- Thomas W. Simonovich to Xa..now under way at Xavier Uni- "mistakable sign that God wants
Saw Arky Boyle saying adieu cal principals. Believing these
He arversity, Rev. Frank T. Di~tz, to glorify His servant on earth." to his steady (we think) at the truths, the student has already vier's military faculty.
rived
last
week
from
Fort
Knox,
S.J., Student Counsellor, revealed
Students are asked to read the Union Terminal prior to his de- accepted these conclusions; he
last week. Members of the Con- small .pamphlets now being dis- parture for Chicago, and believe thus has the "true answer" to Ky. The department is expectfraternity of Christian Doctrine tributed throughout the build- us, it was sad. A sure summer many of the questions which ing a new 1st/Sgt. sometime
next week.
' throughout t~e world, in grati- ings and to take an acti~e part in school candidate!
philosophy raises and attempts
Ask Toni Courtney about his to settle: the nature and purpose . A battalion parade and review
tude for the manifest, blessings the Prayer Crusade.
that have thus come to them
·
visit to .the farm over the holi- of human beings and human life, was held on corps day last Frithrough the hands of this holy Balmert Breezes In As day. Hint-What m:akes the grass the existence of God, our rela- day. Father Dietz spoke to the
grow?
Pontiff, have united in a Worldtion to God, our place in the corps in conjunction with army
Col. Dunn was present
wide Prayer Crusade for his Prexy of Masque Club
They say John Malone bribed scheme of things. He is there- week.
During the past week the the architect when he placed the fore able to study these topics for the review after being conBeatificatjon and eventual Canonization. Since it was Pius X Masque Society held its annual fire escape adjacent to John's philosophically, to weigh the ev- fined to bed for several days.
The supply room hopes to have
who restored the practice of fre- election of officers. Mr. Frank window. It should have some idence on both sides of these
quent and daily Communion, Balmert was unanimously elect- equipped with night lights and questions, and to evaluate that all the uniforms issued by the
All the unforms
one of the means suggested ·as ed President. Mr. Eugene Fried- a "welcome home" mat on each evidence without anxiety.
He end of April.
have
been
fitted
and are being
most appropriate for the mem- man was elected Vice President;. rung. No offense!
is not inclined to· take desperate
hers of this Crusade is attendance Mr. Chal'les Mattingly, Secretary- While we admire John Broe· means to find an answer to his altered by the tailor. However,
the. advancd students should have
at Holy Mass on at least one day Treasurer; and Mr. Edward Mc- colo's ability on the green table,
each week besides Sunday, and Coy, Business Manager.
we can all but guess that. he's a Dr. Wheeler .41ldreaaea G.CAD theirs within the next ten days.
likewise the reception of the
With the business of elections Cicero product.
Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, Direc- Colonel Dunn held a conference
Well, we .can't consider A. J, tor of Xavier's Department of last week during whiCh detail
Holy Eucharist.
over, Mr. Glenn began the final
I~ a letter to Father Dietz, the casting of the three one-act Plail, Newton a newlywed anymore. 'English, spoke to the Greater plans and 'assignments were comRev. Francis P. Kemper, S.J., which are scheduled for the end For proof, we suggest one look Cincinnati Automobile Dealers pleted for summer camp.
The
Chicago Province head of the of May. Plans are being made at that "oculer co!ltusion." That's Association last Tuesday at a conference was attended by Col.
Crusade, states, "Let me suggest to stage the plays at the Taft one from Webster!
dinner meeting of that organiza- Wm. H. Bartlett, Lt. Col. D. F.
that you tell the students-along Auditorium, or Our Lady of CinNow that Leo Durocher has tion held at the. Hotel Gibson. Walker, Lt. Col. W. O. Gall, Lt.
with their prayers asking for the cinnati College. From all indi- been suspended_, Ed ZaJac can Dr.. Wheeler, representing the Col. R. 0. Embree, Lt. Col. T. G.
favorable issue of the cause, they cations, these plays promise to take full claim .to his ·recently Trafic Safety Council of Cin- Fleming.·- The above mentioned
also request favors, great and. provide a thoroughly enjoyable acqu~red . title, "The pride of cinnati, spoke on the subject of men will constitute the staff at
Camp Campbell•
Brooklyn."
"Trnffic Safety Today."
small, for themselves and other, evening's entertainment.

Daughter Is Born
To Language Prof.

DORM.
DROLLERY

-------

ROTC

HIGHLIGHTS,,

Prayer Crusade Started For
.:. •f•
Of p ope p•
X
B eati
1

..

•
PA.GB l'OtJll

Economics Dept. War Crimes A.tty.
Plau Field Trip Former "X" Star
·The Department of Economics
announced today the completion
of plans for a Field Trip, to take
place this month, for major stu. dents in the field <>f Economics.
The trip, scheduled for an entire
day when five chartered ·buses
will be used, will take approximately 200 students to visit the
assembly line of the Chevrolet
Motor Car Company, Norwood,
the Proctor and Gamble Company, Ivoryciale, and the R. K.
LeBlond Machine Tool Com·
pany, Oakley.
Dr. John Croteau, Director of
tht Department, and Mr. Joseph
Link, Jr., Assistant Professor of
Economics, will accompany the
students on the tour leaving the
campus at 9 a.m., and returning

Ka1npus

·Chief prosecutor in the Neurnberg war crimes trial against 18
officials of the Main Economics
and Administrntive Departmen~
for carrying <>Ut the purposes
and enterprises of the Secret
Service, is William I. Hart, who
received an AB in 1923 from
Xavier.
Hart,· a member of the varsity
basketball team while at Xavier,
will present the case against the
German officials. He received
his law degree from Harvard.

VIEWS OF THE NEWS

Ka.leid~scope

!Jy Charlie Hogan

THE GERMAN PROBLEM
Probably the most important matter in international politics at
B·y Bob Dauer
the present time is the settlement of the German problem. The
representatives of the Big Four powers are meetiilg in Moscow for
and Bill Bocklage
the puripose of settling this question, but as of yet they have encountered little success, and it is unlikely that they will.
HINT TO PROSPECTIVE JOB
Again, as at Versailles, there is no representative of the deHUNTERS: Why not the sign feated nation. - There is no man who could fully explain the probpainting .business? It seems there lems of the German people, who could suggest possible remedies
will be no dearth of strikes for for the politically ill country. Consequently, selfish plans are being
some time.
pushed in the .guise of possible solutions.
• • •
The primary pur,pose of the Moscow conferIt's only a small sign, but it ence is to set up a new Germany, naked of agresat 4:30 p.m. This program is looks likEL the
sive militarism or political unity for that purpose,
that can take its plilce in a peaceful .world. But
another in a . series to correlate days of free
work in the field with visiting lunch might be
before this can be achieved, there are hindering
elements that must be eliminated. The first of
lecturers and to supplement on their way
back.
The
these are those adherents to Nazi principles. These
classroom work.
Cricket n <> w
people must be hunted down and either purged
furnishes peaof their ideals or so placed that they can never .
• Let's Clean Up T,lie Press, Tool
nuts at the bar,
again arise as a unified power ·of rebellion. "'·''~ .
and the Metro(Continued fro~ Page 2)
Another thing in Germany that can hav.e
C. Hogan
-no place in the new program is the old Prussian str~in. The milisumably operated by a local newspaper, prided itself in the pole sets out
taristic ideals of ·this group rnusJ be subjected and' averted to a
spectacular and sensational fact that one of its daring news- pr~~zels.
• •
casters climbed into the wreckage of·the Pearl Street builddemocratic patriotism. The largest division of these people are
ing and picked up for the microphone and the listening public In one of
· ·those herds that were led along by the powerful Nazi leaders.
the moans of a dying man pinned in the debris. What poor our contemporThese are the people who are hearing the praises of this democracy
taste-:commercializing even on human suffering. Who did aries, the Case
that won ·the war-its wonderful advantages and freedoms. -Many
this help, certainly not the man, his family, or the workers Tech, we read
of them want to learn of it. As to those who do not, an unselfish
trying to rescue him. What good came out of this? It only that at the 70~
parential guidance must be employed to instruct them in this type
served to alarm more thoroughly and to upset hundreds of ·year. old Umof government.
,
aged at home listening to the radio,. and for what? If a thing Iversity of NaThe steps towards an eventual peace pact that are now being
ihas no apparent good outcome, why do it? The press and , ples, a group
taken by the Big Four will not end i!l the formation of a new
radio often forget they are public seryants operating for of students re- Bill Boeklage · Germany but in the extarmination of it from the earth. Russia
public "service."
cently
be at
~
. 1 their professor with an iron door- shouts her demands for reparations from the production of the
.
h
·
d
Upon rea. mg a report sue ~s this, most rt:porters wil h ndl b ca se h had n<>t. given industries <>f Germany. France insists on getting coal from the
throw up their hands and exclaim "Freedom of the press" a e e. u
e .
.
great mining I.ands of the Ruhr Valley, those same mines that feed
"It's news" "What do you want, a bible story?" "Since when the~ ~assmg grades m their ex- the furnaces of the industries from which is to come the Russian
·
were reparation paymen~!!· Yet despite this complete crippling of her
are we A mericans
so th·.
· m sk'mned?"
. "It's wh a t th e publ'ic ammations.
t 0 f thTheIt students
r n
11
wants." We've heard all of these arguments from immature a ve s g . ge t ahiald athr?1Y:te·m· productive power, Germany is supposed to embrace a free gov· European press camps, a1l of whom spm
· 75"'ro fie. wet'lwere
om o o
is i
reporters m
th
h f th f'nals ernment that is forcing her to destruction, and arise with the rest
t'
d ·
· t·
d 25 3 f t th
un i
e approac o
e i
ion an i~agma ion aroun
° ~ ru ; .
. but we don't want anyone to get of the world.
There was an attempt to give Germany. a republic after the
So ~et s clean up the press. We ve a legion of decency m the wrong impression.
first World War. The result was a failure, not because the men
Motion Pictures because of their influence on the public,
• • •
let's have a legion of decency for the press. The public will Refreshing note: the lack of who formed the Weimar Constitution were insincere, but because,
be just as well informed, only more fairly and intelligently, puns
on the Turkey, Greece sit- shying away from two extremes, the tyrannical rule of the imperialists and weak monarchies of their neighbors, they attempted
not as crudely and smugly as today!
uation in the daily papers.
to incorporate a.presidential and parliamentary type of government,
•
with the latter form dominant. But due to the unwritten laws
Add ways to sudden death: A that govern the British king, the executive power of the new rechess game with Fr. Hetherington! public was of an undemocratic mold. The President could, and
Jack-of-all-trades department. ·especially after 1930 regularly did, dismiss the Chancellor (whom
For~et
It is not generally know:i but in he appointed), and the Cabinet, and dissolve the Reichstag. Since
addition to his other duties, in these were the only check on him; and since he could suspe:::id all
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
a quiet sort of way, Fr. Dietz the rights and freedoms of the people if he deemed it necessary,
energy restoring food makes it ari essential
. 'it was possible for the President to become an absolute dictator,
also conducts a date bureau.
in every student's diet.
ruling ·by decree. Hence the fault' of the Weimar Constitution was
• • •
Courageous men.•.Don Thaler the allotting of too much power to one man. This must ~ot· apand Jack O'Connell, both <>f whom pear in repetition.
are sporting jaunty crew· cuts.
Germany is not yet ready for democracy. She must first prove
• • •
that she is capable of maintaining that form of government that
Bob Mersman suddenly gai:::i- can become the stepping stone to dictatorship. The people must
2519 Vine Street
AV. 6480
ing a host <>f new friends. We learn democracy so that it saturates their spirits until they want
don't think that it's because of it. Until this time is realized, a strong hand is needed to thwart
his new Nash, or is it?
any force attempting to unify rebellious ·bodies, to teach this dem- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ocracy to the .people, and to insure, ·by force ~f necessary, the peace
so expensively won. This theDJ is the goal of the men at Mose<>w.

The Talk of Xavier

•

•

Too Important To

•

-

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.

l

Play refreshed ...
·have a Coke

Traditionists Hold 'Meeting
Last Sunday the Traditio1!j§.ts
met in Hinkle for a seminar discussion on the Summa Theo1ogica of St. Thomas.
The purpose
of this discussion was an attempt
on the part of the members to
fully understand a small part of
the Summa. It was an intensive
study of a small part rather than
an extensive study of the whole.

E~ON. CLUB - APRIL 24
The riext meeting of the Econ<>mics Club will take place on
April 24. The program for this
meeting will ·be the election of
officers and the movie, "Bell
heard around .the world." There
will also be a guest speaker from
the Nati6>nal Cash Register Co. The discussion centered about
human acts and morality.
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Kay Mossman And Bob Duffy Reign
BOOSTER CLUB
PLANS SPRING
TENNIS GAMES,

1947 Booster Ball ls t;;rand Success;

KASIMU HOLDS
La.dy Katl1erine And Knight Robert
INITIATION OF
Preside At Eveni!.lg Of Gay Festivity NEW MEMBERS

Love-5, 5-30, deuce, your add,
Set score, 6-4!
Get
game!
out your racquets, people. Get
on the ball - tennis, that is.
It's time for fun on the courts.
The Boosters are planning some
good matches this spring. Jack
Morris, president of the club, announced that a committee has
been selected to iron out the details of this activity. This committee includes Roy Kleuner,
Jeanne Dillon, Joe Fehring, Mary
Brinkmann, Larry -Barker, Mary
Lou Fehring, Russ WEi.iler, Kathryn Luskey, Carl Grome, George
Rauch, and Harry Rhorkasse.
If you are interested drop your 1
name in ·the NEWS BOX in the ·
office.
You will re~eive notice
of the first meeting.

Kappa Sigma Mu held its annual Initiation of New Members,
Election of Officers, and Dinner
Dance at the Fenwick Club on
Sunday, April 13.
Various committees included
Rita and Norb Backhus, Cochairrhen, Richard Finn, in
charge of 1st degree, Al Boex, in
charge of 2nd degree and toastmaster, Bill Giblin, in charge of
3rd degree, Kay Martin and
Mary, Welp, reservations, Rita
Niehoff, Mary Kloeker, Mary Fahey, and Rita Wesselman, new
members committee, Ruth Cunninham, election of officers, Leo
Konerman and Ray Finke, campaign man11.gers, and Ed McGee,
refreshments.
The new members initiated
were: Louis Alfieri, Flora Behler, Walter F. Behler, Mary F.
Brinkmann, John W. Coch, Margaret Crowley, Robert Dapper,
Charles J. Deiterman, Robert
Duffy, Joseph Fehring, Joseph
Feldmann; Ralph J. Gau, Albert
H. Hackman, Marie Flournoy,
Robert W. Hamburg, Connie Holte!, Jane Holte!, Loretta Kloeker, Roy Kluener, Robert Kramer,
Ferdinand Lange, Edward Mccourt, Leo H. Meirose, Eugene
F. Middlekamp, Roy Norris, Irnen
Paulus, Ralph Stacey, Mary F.
W'alter, Russell Weiler.
The Initiation and Election of
Officers admitted members only.
The Dinner and Dance were for
members and guests.

Boatride Set
For May 1st
Thursday, May 1, at 8: 30 p.m.,
you can limber up your sea-going
dancing legs by joining ·the
Boosters Club and other partic..;.
ipants of Catholic College Night
'on the Ohio.
Clyde Trask and his talented
vocalist will furnish the music
and entertainment.
It's Stag or Drag, guys and
gals, so let's all go to the steamer
Island Queen before 8:30, Thursday, .May 1.
All students attending the boat ride will be excused early from Thursday night
classes. (If you cut - be there,
for an eagle eye will be watching.)
Tickets available for you and
your friends for eighty cents
from
. any member of the Booster
Club or at the office of XUEC
_ but they are a buck a copy
Get your ti'ckets
do. ck si'de.
early and avoid the ru~h for the
top. deck of the Island Queen,
Thursday, May 1.

THEIR EXCELLENCIES
:·:=:·:
Mr. Robert Duffy and Miss Kay Mossman, Knight and Lady of the 1947 Booster Ball held at 1111
Sinton Ballroom.
:•:The

c· .

.

:•:

1111

Here they are, the choice of the Even~ng College, the Knight and Lady of the Booster 1111 PURPLE COW :·:
Ball, elected by those attending t.he dan. ce last Frid.ay at t~e Sinton-Bob Duf.fy a.nd Kar :·:
• h
1111
IS t e• • •
Mossman! With crowns and smiles t h is h appy pair 1ed the G ran d Marc h wh ich immed1- 1111
:·:
ately followed the election.
f
f th :•: Place to meet where folks 1111
d
. th h. t
This event brought to a close one of the most success u1 ances m e is ory o
e Ull downtown want to eat. :·:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - Boosters. A record attendance
enjoyed the pleasing strains of
•
•
Jimmy Ault's orchestra. Among
those swinging to the "campaign"
... Xavier Evening College
waltzes were: Mr. and Mrs. Fred
·
Weber, Victor La Porte and
provide the program for XA- Anna Mary Kock, Jim Purnell
VIER PRESENTS to ·be recorded and Frances Ghory, Roy Kleuner
on Thursday, April 17, 7:00 p.m., and Ri'ta ·We''sselman, Joe Li'si·
and to be heard from WKRC on and Mary Helmig, Bob Landers
Saturday, April 19, 4:45 p.m.
and Betty Jo Peters, Paul BruegThe faculty and students of
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, dean ger and Pat Berning, Charles
the Evening College ... unite in of the Evening College, will gi.ve Tiemann and Anne Wilson, Art
sending this "get well soon and a brief message. The Xavier Boger and P!ltsy Fee, Mr. and
hurry back" message to Mr. Wm. Choral Club under the direction Mrs. Paul . Harkins, Howard
A. A. Castellini; professor of <Jf Miss Helen Gough will pre- Wood and Audrey Mc.Pafferty,
psychology and journalism. Mr. sent numbers by Romber~ and Lou Bunning and Patt Voet, John
Castellini suffered severe leg in- Sullivan. ,Charles May will be Ryan and Jeanne Buschmiller,
juries resulting from a fall. He the baritone soloist.
Bill Bocklage and Anne Wood,
returned home from the hospital
Bob Schiele and Mary Lou Fehrthis past Monday and is now EYENING COLLEGE PEEK ing, Mick Walters ·and Marie
April 17-Choral Club reco~d- Woidiek, Graham Cunningham,
struggling with crutches and
cast. Cheerio, Professor! You'll ing, 7:00 p.m. at Herzog Studios, Thomas Boley, Grace Peters,
be a new man in no time.
811 Race St.
Dick Feldman, and Melvin Bar.April 18-NEWS staff dance, biea.
A.
T Xavier Fieldhouse.
Congratulations. to Kay and
1nc1nnat1 , ttorney O April 20-Rt. Rev. Mons. ir·. J. Bob and all the other candidates
AddreBS Taxation Class Sheen will address the Xavier on their splendid · campaigning,
·
Forumii at ..theTTaft.
Mr. Allen C. Lishawa, manameeting to Franci'e Burns and Ed Mct t'
ger of the Ohio State Department · Apr
"'1- ebn a ive
Gee, two . very capable co-chairof Taxation, will address the for Tennis C1u '
men, and to all the committee
Taxation Class of Mr. Lawrence
on their success in this memorW. Selzer on Friday evening,
Sincere sympathy is ex- able Booster Ball.
April · 11. . His topic will be tended to the family and
Ohio Intangible and· Personal friends of Mr. Edward Holz
QUEEN CITY
Property Taxes As They Affect who recently passed away. He
BLUE
PRINT CO.
Individuals, •PartnersJ:lips, and was the father of Edward Holz,
(Rear of Post Of!Jee)
Corporations.
·Jr., professor of ·economics.
Photoltat1 Dlsehar1e Papen
Mr. Lishawa, now a prominent Kindly remember Mr. Holz in
, of Terminal Leave
• ' attorney in· Cincinnati, served as your prayers.
a major in the Army.

Prof. Castellini
• F
R eCOVering
rom
•
•
R ecent I RJUrleS

:·:==:·:==:·:---::-:;;;;;;;;iifl

EVE COL TO DO
"X" RADIO SHOW
will

l
we learn after we :·:
, S
H
1111
think we know it all, that counts. 1111Fountain quare ote1:•:
•
:•:
Cincinnati, Ohio 1111
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MUSKIES WIN BASEBALL OPENER AS
IN VICTORY OVER TRI-STATER
XAVIER NINE SCORES 7-3 WIN
OVER EDGEMONT TAVERN

I SEE IT:

Tlrls Weel{

111

Sports

-By Dick Henkel

Gridmen Reach grid From
the manner in which two of the country's more prominent'•
coaches are hounding the press with their objections to the
·k methods emplyed by ·schools above and below the Mason-Dixon
By Bob Coates
Last Sunday afternqon Xavier's Musketeers opened the Ha If-way Ma r . line it appears that gooct football players are becoming scarcer.

baseball season with an impressive 7-3 victory over Edge- Spring football practice has
mont Tavern, a member of the Tri-State Leagµe. Approxi- reached the half-way mark as
mately 300 fans enjoyed the color displayed by the Blue there are about five ,weeks of
drill left.
Coach Ed Kluska
Battalion.

We refer to the verbal tirades between Coaches Wes Fesler of Ohio
State and Paul Bryant of Kentucky which have filled sports sheets
recently. Fe~ler. ·who emitted the first blast, seems to be peeved
at the raids southern institutions of learning have made upon
northern regions in quest for gridiron talent, and claims that this
impolite gesture is a drain on the better players available to the
north. The Ohio State luminary also blames the attractive offers
made to the northern lads for their willingness to depart for the
warmer regions where football is an important pastime, if not a
profession. In retaliation to this charge Mr. Byant valiantly upholds southern methods, scholastic standards, and everything else
he could find that was worth defending.
From our point of view the whole situation is thoroughly amusing. It might be compared to the two little boys who both liked
ice-cream but had a big fight to decide who liked it better. Neither
Bryant nor Fesler has lily-white hands over the matter of dangling
juicy persuasive plums before the eyes of supposedly better football ·
stars, no matter .what section of the country they call their home.
Both might save themseives valuable breath and energy if they
merely_ continued to field the consistently strong teams they have
in the past. Perhaps, since both C'laim that thefr inducements in
the form of athletic schoiarships. etc., 1;1re failing to attract good
material, it may be that ihe American athlete is becoming wise to
the fact that play-for pay football is not all it is cracked up to beIf the latter is true, it is a trend in American· athletics that few,

plans on making May 16th the
Coach George.! Hiatt left his
X VS Edgemont Tavern
last day. A spring game has not
first nine in the · game for four
XAVIER
been decided upon but a series
innings as they rang up six runs Player
Pos. AB R ff PO_A E of games may be conducted.
on nine hits. The Muskies threat- Hillman,
2b 4 1 0 0 1 2
According to Coaches Kluska
ened in the first as "Red" Scher- Winters,
2b 1 0 1 1 1 0 and Feldhaus the practice to date,
penberg got his first of three Scherpen
O has been "very satisfactory."
consecutive singles and Bob Benberg,
SS 4 0 3 0 2
The players are in fine condition
jami:l tripled but Re,d ·was cut Kenealy,
SS 1 0 1 0 1 0 and most of the practice time is
1
off at the plate.
.
Benjamin,
3b 3 0 1 1 0 0 now spent in various types of
Four Runs Tally In Second
Volpenscrimmage.· The ~quad has been
heim, C
3b 1 9 0 0 0 0 cut to 44 men. They are: VikIn the second Xavier belted
If 3 0 0 0 0 0
Gruenwald for five hits and Held,
M
Id K ll M k
If 1 0 0 1 0 1 ertosky,
ango ' e y,
arc '
four runs. With one out Ed Con- Stenger,
Conway, DeFranco, Oliver, Dren:lon singled, Pusateri doubled Tenhunfeld, cf 3 0 0 1 0 o 'nan,
Hirth, Tracey; Bell, Hardy,
scoring Conlon: Ryan followed VolpenBrotzge, Fehring, Winterstellar,
heim, J.
rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 Haner, Kemper, Lang, Keehan,
with a single to left and Leo
lb 3 2 2 4 0 0 Becker, Staub, Cortez, Daum,
Groesche:i drove Pusateri and Conlon,
lb 0 0 0 1 0 0
Ryan home with a long single to Hagedorn,
Helmers, Feldhaus, Martinkovic,
lb 1 0 0 3 0 0
right. Hillman forced Groechen Partridge,
rf 2 1 1 2 0 0 Brown, Wilson, Oberlin, O'Leary,
and took second on a wide throw Pusateri,
Schmidt, Sullivan, Trombetta,
rf 1 0 0 0 1 0 Varchola, Surina, Liber, Piccano, besides win-hungr~ football coaches, will object to.
to first. Stan Scherpenberg then Robinson,
c 1 0 0 4 0
brought Hillman home with his Mader
O Hefferman, Tolbert, Rennecker, NOTRE DAME TACTICS AT XAVIER •••
c 2 2 1 4 0
Ryan,
second single.
O
McQuade, Mason, O'Neil and
Should either Bob McQuade, Jim Mason, Del Trombetta, Howie
c 1 0 0 4 0
In the fourth Conlon again Cortney,
~
Naber.
Tolbert,
or Jerry Kemper, current candidates for the Muskie grid
p 1 0 1 0 0
started the fireworks with a Groeschen,
squad,
blossom
into top-notch "T'' fomation quarterbacks, some of
p 1 0 0 0 0 0
single to left and took second on Sapp,
0
the credit for their ability will be. due· to George Ratterman. George,
p
l
0
0
Fischer,
1
1
an error. Ed moved to third
who ref.embles a dabbler in Elizabethan poetry more foan a Notre
as Ryan was safe at first after
Dama
football star, has performed for the past two seasons as quar37 7 12 27 6 3
Duncanson bobbled his grounder.
Totals
terback of. the l<~ighting Irish football powerhouse and is considered
Ryan and Conlon pulled a beauRuns batted in: Scherpenberg,
by many experts as superior to the vaunted Johnny Lujack in his
tiful double steal with Ryan 2; Winters, Pusateri, Groeschen,
After a short rest our boxing knowledge of how to mastermind a "T" machine. In recent practaking second and Conlon sliding 2. Men left on Base: Xavier 6, coach, Pat Iacobucci, is return:. tice, sessions Ratterman has been imparting his knowledge of the
safely into home head first. Edgemont Tavern ·5.
ing, as a lightweight, to pugilis- quarterback spot to Coach Kluska's boys, and they seem to be
Ryan scored on Scherpenberg's
tie' activities in Chicago, April glad to consult him in ma::tering the finesse of the :"T".
·
third single to give Xavier a 6-0
21, when he fights Rueben Rivers
lead.
in an eight round , main event.
Twirlers Give Good Account
Throughout the bout the fans
should be kept on the edges of
Meanwhile Leo Groeschen had
The K e n t u c k y University their seats since both Iacobucci
the Taverners at his mercy allowing only three hits and fanning "Wildcats" rang up their second· and Rivers are free swinging
Rivers, who boasts MUSKETEER RACQUETEERS TO MEET
four in the four innings . he Golf victory of the 1season as they specialists.
defeated
·the
Xavier
Musketeers
of
a
good
record,
packs plenty TENNESSEE FOE,,,. SATURDAY, APRIL 26
worked. Coach Hiatt substituted
freely after the fourth stanza. Saturday at Ridgewood Country of .wham in' his waUop and may
Coach Jack Jeffre's Mu~keteer and Bob Shaffer, all of LouisThe "Wildcats" prove a bit difficult for the stub- netmen will open their-.1947 sea- ville, and Joe Burger of Cape
Sapp was the second Muskie Club 11.5-6.5.
twirler, he allowed two un- had previously beaten Vander- by Italian.
son on the university clay courts Girardeau, Mo.
.
earned runs on one hit. He bilt.
Saturday, April 26, against the
Although Coach Jeffre, a Xastruck out four batters as ·he
In the first round the results
Vanderbilt University Commo- vier star during the thirties, will
O
ll
pitched the fifth and sixth in- were John Owens (K) 75, Mardores from Nashville, Tennessee. make no predictions at this early
nings. Ed Fischer worked the vin Lear (K) 77, Robert Reder
A group of about tw1anty candi- date, prospects are that the raclast three innings giving up one (X) 75, and Malcolm McMuldates is trying out for the team. quetnien will be able to make a
lin
(X)
.82.
Physical
Education
Director
run on one hit, and he struck
The second round found Dick George Hiatt announced that Practice sessions are being held creditable showing against their
out four men.
Hicks
{K) 741 Bill Baker {K) 'intra-mural softball teams should at the Losantiville Public Courts. seven opponents, two of which
The Muskies counted their
81, besting Larry Muething 82, leave their entries in his office Thus far practice has been lim- will be played on a home and
(Continued on page 7)
and Vince Bamber 83, of Xavier. this week.
·The softball league ited by the prevailing inclement home basis. Kentucky, VanderThe
games
were
played
on
a
will
begin
play
as soon as the weather and Jeffre has had lit- bilt, Miami, and Cincinnati all
JUDGE CHASE DAVIES sloppy and muddy course.
softball backstop is set at the tle opportunity to give the pros- have strong squads this year,
pects a complete surveyal.
and a win from any one of them·
GU EST SPEAKER AT X
GOLF SCHEDULE
southwest end 'of the baseball
Four
lettermenare
attempting
would greatly bolster Xavier's
field.
BASKETBALL BANQUET
FOR 1947 SEASON
League games will be played at to renew their bids for berths on prestige in college tennis cirJudge Chase Davies of the Apr. 19-Western Kentucky at noon and after 6: oo p.m., every the squad. They .are Walt Mo- cles.
The schedule as released
Cincinnati Probate Court will be
lony, Xavier ace before the war from the office of Mr. Gordon
Bowling Green Ky.
day if possible.
the guest speaker at the Xavier
21-Miaml at Maketewah
- - - - - - - - - - - - - and ranking Kentucky player, Mead, Business Manager of AthBasketball Banquet, April 23, af
25-U, C. & Ohio U. at . - - - - - - - - - - - - . and "Bits" Dowling, Bill Ahl- letics, is as follows:
Hotel Alms, when awards will be
richs, and Charlie Palmer, reApril 26 - Vanderbilt, home
Clovernook
I
Sports Reminder
made to the 1946-47 hoop squad
May 3 - Mlaml, home
28-Western Kentucky at
You stlll have an opportunity turnees from last year's first
and a captain chosen for the
In addition to
May 8 - Louisville, hoine
Maketewah
to be a candidate for the post-war team.
1947-48 team. The banquet will May S-.U. C. at Maketewah
May 9 .;.._ Earlham, home
spring sports. If you have the the local Cincinnati and Northbe open to the general public.
May 14 - Cincinnati, home
7-Wayne & Detroit at desire to join, noilfy the res· ern Kentucky talent, a group of
One of Cincinnati's noted civMay 16 - Western Kentucky,
Western Bills
pectlve coaches, Blll Roach- out of town boys has reported
ic leaders, Judge Davies is a U.C.
Bowlinr Green
14-U. K. at Lexlnrtod
Golf; Mr. Ba I tt-Baleball; and is in the thick of the battle
grad and a past president of the
The· group conMay 17 - Loulsvllle, there
17-0hlo U. & Kenyon at Jack Jeffre-Tennl1; Mr. Tllton for positions.
"C" club in which he also is still
sists of Paul Thiemann, Bill
May 21 - Kentucky, home
Athens
-Track.
t.ctive.
20-Mlaml at Osford
cob, Vince Ziegler, Tom Hog~n,, May 28 - Kentucky, ·Lexlnston

Pat Iacobucci

Returns T () Ring

In Chicago Mate h

U. Kentucky Wins
Over XU Golfers
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T.ilton Assumes Coaching •A Sports' Editorial Duties Of X-Trackmen
Chandler's Action Commen(led
IGHLY commendable is the recent action taken by A. B.
H
(Happy) Chandler, Baseball's High Commissioner. It
was in accordance with the moral code governing the "na-

Ray

Ray Tilton, Xavier's new track coach takes over his duties here
well schooled in the ways of the cinderpath. For eighteen years he
was head track coach at Hamilton Public High School in Hamilton,
Ohio. During his reign, his track teams compiled many enviable
records.
During his last eight
years he was head football coach, ties here at Xavier, he teaches a
and took over as Athletic Di- class in Accounting.
rector when Lew Hirt, now XaDuring his high school days at
vier's basketball mentor, left the Lebanon, Ohio, he !'!arned thirschool.
teen letters for various sports.
He resigned in 1942 to take a In track, he ran the mile and
position with an insurance firm. the half-mile. After his school
In .gddition to ·his coaching du· days, he played pro-football with
the Wheeling Yankees, in the
days when pro-football was . in
its infancy.
Mr. Tilton could pffer no comMargaret K. Murnahan Presi- ment. on the prospects of the
dent of the Alumnae .Association, coming track season, but was
announced last week that the co- pleased with the number of men
chairmen of the committe to or- that turned out for the tea.m.
ganize the Xavier Alumnae
children's party are Ruth Zapf
ltS
and Ruth Grace. The party is
to be held sometime in the early
part• of May on the Evanston · (Continued from Page 6)
campus. Miss Zapf, a teacher at final tally in the . last of the
St. Xavier Commercial High eighth as Ed Fischer helped his
School, is treasurer of the Associ- own cause with a long ·triple to
ation. Miss Grace librarian at right. Diminutive Jim Winters
the North College' Hill Library, c~rove home with a bingle over
is the organization's vice presi- first.
,
dent.
The keystone combination of
••-""-·"-·-·......-................. Stan Scherpenberg, a former
Drugs-Wines-Stationery i Roger Bacon stalwart, and Dick
i 'i Hillman, from Hamilton Catholic,
The A.be Baum1·ing i worked as smoothly as a new
Phai·macy
i Eversharp. Tom Ryan showed
3618 Montgomery Road · well behind the plate. The Xa·
EVANSTON
! vier pitchers displayed marvel·
-·-·-·-..---·-·-•"•..•"""......~ ous control as each took command
of the situation. They did not
allow a single w;ilk.
The Cincinnati Umpires AsRECORDS
sociation under the leadership
of Ray Ernst conducted an umSHEET MUSIC
pires' school before the game.
GREETING CARDS
The new arbitrators alternated
on calling the plays of the game.
» a
The game scheduled for last
Saturday between Xavier and
Miami at Miami was postponed
34-36 E. Fifth St.
because of wet grounds. Tentatively the contest has been re-·
scheduled for May 1st.

Alumnae To Hold
Children's Party

M k. N.
W
ie ine
ins
'Ba seba l.l O pener

tional pastime," that undesirable elements whose actions
are detrimental to the clean, uprighteous ·standard of base·
ball be removed from their positions.
By suspending Leo Durocher and Charlie Dressen and
by fining Harold Parrot, Commissioner Chandler told the
baseball world that he stands to see baseball regarded as
free from gambling, vulgarity and other objectionable factors.
The placing of a $2000 fine on both the Yankee and
Dodger Clubs intimated that Commissioner Chandler was
not satisfied with the manner in which the executives of the
clubs handled themselves and the affairs of their clubs on
and off the playing field.
Baseball receives more publicity than any other Amer·
ican sport; therefore its members are more widely publicized
-their actions, whether beneficial or detrimental to the
sport, still appear in print. It seems that the men in baseball should be aware of the impression and example they are
setting for the fan, whose opinion of the integrity of the
sport is influenced accordingly.

-.. _,.~ a ?

~;,J·
RU'J'H BEST
THEATRICAL AGENCY
Buth Best

Catol Chapelle - Sanun1 Leec11
Sinton Hotel CBerry 3331

l

·

SONG SHOP

Treat yourself to a

LlJXURY CASHMERE •••
Just right for Spring!

So soft, so light, so snugly

comf_ortable for crisp mornings and cool evenings.
Superbly woven of soft, silky Cashmere -

in your

choice of Maroon, Beige, Gray, or Maize .. with sleeves

The aame Caalimcre in " Sleeveless ••• $10

McGREGOR'S BELTED
PLANTERS' JACKET
For now and summer, men's sport jacket
in cotton twill: All-around belt model
with four pockets and metal . button
t~i~. Tan, brown ·and gold color. Sizes
small, medium, medium large·
and large
I 0.05

•

GET YOURS NOW AT

1'1en's Furnishings: .Hain Floor

Mahley

&

Carew
'·
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Student Council
Elections In May

ALUMNI DINNER
AT ALMSTONITE

The first week in May is the
time the Student Council has set
aside for the important election
of Student Council officers for
the forthcoming 1947-48 school
year.
During this week, each
class will cast ballots to select
its four representatives, and, in
the following week, the entire
school will participate to choose
a President for the Student
Council from the four seniors
chosen by their class to represent
them.
The Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J.,
moderator of the Student Council, has informed the News that
many nominations have been
filed with his office.
Consequently, it is anticipated that
next few weeks will be a period
of rabid and frenetic campaigning on the part of each nominee
to win election to the student
governing body.
The method of balloting, according to Fr. Dietz, has not as
yet been determined.

(Continued from Page 1)
era! Mitchell was the organizer
of the veterans homecoming celebration held on the Evanston
campus last year.
Other speakers on the program include the
Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J.,
President of Xavier, and the
Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, S.J., Professor of English at Xavier.
Father Sweeney, Class of 1912,
is faculty moderator of the association.
The Silver Jubilee
Class of 1922, and the Golden
Jubilee Class of 1897 will be
specially honored at the dinner.

ANNUAL

SENIOR

BALL

(Continued from Page 2)
"Masked Riders," and therefore
we may choose the wrong girl not
to send flowers to.
Would you
believe it, there are still a few
among you who would be hurt
deeply, if, as T. B. would say,
the "weeds" were dispensed
with, especially for formals.
But anyway "Riders,'' here's to
success in your sincere endeavors.
W.R. S.

Ties
F'OR EVERY OCCASION
Choose from tbe lm·ge vm·iety al
Alms & Doepke •.. from instlh·ed
tropical colors . • . clean cut
stripes ..• blended fancy stl'ipes
. . • rich handsome Jllaids .••
gorgeous all-over prints , • . and
a_ wealth of solid colors.
Beau
B1·11mlnel, Ar1·ow, or D'Orsay.
Priced al 1.00 to 3.00.
Jlleu's F11r11isl1i11gs

~~
THE

Motorcycle. '39-"45" Call LO - - - - - - - - - - - -...
7980
FOR SALE: Harley Davidson
Motorcycle. '34-"74" Call LO
FOR SALE OR SWAP
FOR SALE: Summer Dinner 7919-J
Wanted by Music Teacher: To
Jacket. Palm Beach, Long Lapel,
Single Breasted. Too small for rent or share studio. Prefers
owner. Contact Box 0, XU News dow:itown location but will consider other locations. Contact
Office, Hinkle Hall.
FOR SALE: Diamond Engage- Box 0, XU News Office, Hinkle
for men, women
ment Ring: Set in Platin-.im Hall.
and children.
WANTED: A stµdent to ·work
mounting, on yellow gold. Will
sell according to needs of buyer. in filling station on Monday,
Arrangements can be made. Con- Wednesday, and Friday. Hours,
tact Box 0, XU News Office, from 7 to 10 or as your class
schedule will permit. Call HI
Hinkle Hall.
FOR SALE: Harley Davidson 3871.
---------------·------------------------

ADS

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes

BEE lllV-E

(Continued !rom Page 1)
members Bob Jacobs, Al Pettit,
Freshman
Don Fisher, Bob Reder, and Jack
Huppertz. The Committee is - - - - - - - - - - - - giving "prime consideration" to IIEY MENChes Wahle's 16 piece orchestra I
For your favorite records
with vocalist, and intermission
It's the
1
music will be furnished by the
CAPITOL RECORD
Chris Christenson Quintet of\:
SHOP
local radio fame.
'710 Vine Street
PA. 172'1

ON

wANT

PARKWAY

DAVE "BOO" FERRISS
leading pitcher of the
American league-W.·25 L.•6

